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and Somerset, two for Hampshire, Wilts, and the Isle of Wight, two for Sussex
and Kent, and two for Essex and Suffolk, should be enough.
The Commissioners meanwhile are to inspect the coast, to decide where to
have trenches made; and ascertain that the beacons are in order; also that the
Captains shall know by signals where to march as soon as an alarm is given.
The Royal Navy must be ready; and the " great ships of the Realme," many
from the Merchant Navy, must be " stayed from their voyages, to join with Her
Majesty's Navy." Of this combined fleet, there would be three squadrons: the
first near the Scilly Isles, the second round about the Isle of Wight; and the third
off Harwich. If the invader comes from the West with the intention to land at
Milford Haven (then one of the chief Queen Elizabeth's harbours,1) the forces
round the Scilly Isles shall follow him. If the troops in Wales are known to be
in good readiness, the foe will not be eager to land, with soldiers in front of him
and the Navy " in his tail."
Burghley conjectured alternative plans of King Philip; including the
possibility that not England but Flanders or Zeeland would be the first objective;
or that an attempt might be made "to pass towards Scotland." He goes into the
"devices" how to " lessen the charges" for the Queen's ships and the subject's
ships. For " comfort" of the people of the sea coast, he would have all the forts
" supplied with munition and the places repaired, ... the ditches of Portsmouth
scoured," and the forces mustered every week.
Also he states that some of the "principal officers" of the Royal Navy must
by turn be always on duty; and " the Queen's Navy be strong upon the seas" in
perpetual readiness. Otherwise Portsmouth, Sheppey and Harwich would be in
danger.*
In "Drafy and the Tudor Navy," (1898), instead of quoting Burghley's lucid
and comprehensive memoranda on the situation at this juncture, Corbett dismissed
it as "faulty," and substituted his own fancies as to "pressure from commercial
circles," and " Colonial policy " in the days when England possessed no Colonies.8
It has never been published until now. Let us therefore the more attentively
mark also the ensuing words of Burghley.4
"The King of Spain hath shown his manifest attention many ways to
attempt violence to the Queen's Majesty and her true and obedient people, and
there is no trust to be had as to his quiet neighbourhood when he hath overcome
Zeeland and Holland and hath the possession of their havens and ships, for he
1	And still so remaining when " Cymbeline " was written.
2	Further particulars, E.E., App. pp, 43-45, ante,
3	In 1583 Sir H. Gilbert's death delayed the colonising of Newfoundland.
4"Questions &c. touching the Low Countries, on the Death of the Prince of Orange." Hatfield MSS.
Cal: III. pp. 67-69.   No, 108.  2$ pp.   With Lord Burghley's marginal notes.

